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PREFACE

(Free) Time is a Tyrant
En guise d’introduction (again)

«Simonides the poet came once upon a time to Hiero the tyrant. After 
both had found leisure, Simonides said…». This is how the dialogue Hiero 
or Tyrannicus by Xenophon begins, with a famous expression. Starting from 
this dialogue, between 1948 and 1954, Leo Strauss and Alexandre Kojève 
engage in a polite but clear dispute. From this opening, a fact emerges. Both 
the poet and the tyrant work. It is only in a rare moment of scholè, of leisure 
time, that Simonides and Hiero have the time and opportunity to engage, to 
discuss wisdom and power, philosophy and politics.

This time, this opportunity, is what allowed a bunch of scholars to meet 
in Rome in May 2023 at Link University and discuss Alexandre Kojève for 
two days. They delved into the many facets of his philosophical discourse, the 
unsaid and implications of his political thought, his actions, strategies, and 
practical performances. Meanwhile, unfortunately, many tyrants were at work 
– and so did the masters of war.

This volume collects, revised and reworked, the contributions from those 
two days in May. At the heart of it all is a precise and shared intention: to re-
store the depth and contradictions – theoretical and biographical, political and 
speculative – of an author who encapsulates the substance and surface of the 
twentieth century. An author who wrote a lot but published very little. A phi-
losopher who was a bureaucrat, a partisan who became a Vichy advisor, stimu-
lating and being influenced by some of the best minds of his century, not shy-
ing away from the worst. A thinker who staunchly defended the idea that both 
Simonides and Hiero, the tyrant and his advisor, should work. Perhaps because 
in the end there was a space similar to that of the beginning: a time freed from 
labour, a realm of freedom from being tyrannized by work. But if everything in 
Kojève is complicated, this thought of an ultimately non-tyrannical and not even 
human end is even more so. An idea, among other things, generated on Sun-
days, the only day when the functionary Alexandre Kojève did not work. And 
he wrote books destined for posthumous discoveries, as well as directing action.

Kojève signed only two books with his name on the cover in his lifetime: 
one is very famous – the Hegelian seminar of the Thirties, compiled by Ray-
mond Queneau –, the other one appeared just before he died – the beginning of 
a historiographical project on pagan philosophy. Alongside some articles, some 
reviews which were published in very different places, and many working notes 
known only to insiders, there are thousands of pages destined for oblivion or 
research. And research, after so much Kojèvian mythology, has recently opened 
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up. Many have begun to delve into archives, translate unpublished works, and 
seek new sources.

Many of the contributions in this book start from this need: to study the 
entire corpus of Kojève, combining hermeneutical and philological approach-
es, reconstructing the biographical path with an investigation of intellectual 
alliances and hostilities. It is necessary to read the unpublished works (espe-
cially the long manuscript known so far as Sofia) together with the posthu-
mous treaties, the passages from the always cited Introduction to the Reading 
of Hegel with administrative documents. To reveal inconsistencies along with 
obsessions. The result is an even more complicated profile, a crystal of twen-
tieth-century history, a crossroads between East and West at the height of to-
talitarianism and the Cold War, when a man floated wisely on the surface of 
the Iron Curtain, perhaps protected, perhaps very clever, certainly in control 
of what he could say, what he could make understood. At the border between 
public writing and private provocation.

The volume is divided into two sections: the first, Wisdom Doesn’t Work. 
Philosophy and Idleness, contains contributions on the metaphysical perspective 
of wisdom, idleness, and the humour that characterizes it. The second, Working 
for Tyrants. Politics and Thinking Politics, brings together essays on Kojève’s po-
litical thought and action, his political friendships and enmities. 

The reader will find essays in English, in French, some quotations in Ger-
man, titles in Russian or Hebrew. Kojève was a man who spoke and thought in 
many languages – there is no need to reduce his reception to a single one.

Our thanks go to all those who participated for their scientific and per-
sonal contribution. 

Ce n’est qu’un début.

Marco Filoni and Massimo Palma
December 2023
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